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NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIBERS VS. NON-SUBSCRIBERS:
FURTHER SEGMENTATION OFFERS NEW I.NSIGHTS

For more" hah 25 years, communication researchers ,have been.
.40,7

studying newspaper readers vs. non-readers and subscribers vs. non-subscribers

in an attempt to better' understand the phenomena of non-reading/non-sUbscribing

behavior. Almost allof the previous work in this area has been based on

studying readers/subscribers and non-readers/non-subscribersas distinct,.

segments of the audience.

In 1958: the ,Surveys Committee .of the National Association of

SCience Writers presented evidence that age, sex, urbanism, education, and

income were related to newspaper reading vs. non.-reading. (1)- Westley and

Severin found sypport in'a .M61-62 survey in Wisconsin that:

The non-hewspaper readeproves to be low on the

scale of occupations, low in education, low in income and
.

likely to regard himself as "working class" rather than

"middle class," He is much more likely to be a farmer

than a city dweller and, among the non-farm population,

somewhat more likely tote a resident of a place under

10,000 population than a larger' city. The non - reader is

no more likely to be of one sex or the other, but tends

^
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to be either in his 20'sor in hii 70's or older, He tends

to have lived only a few years at.his present address. (2)

Similarly, Greenberg and KUmata found the highest multiple

correlation of any media use patterns came with newspaper reading, and that

only four demographic variables -- sex, age, education) and income,--

accounted for 27 'percent of the variability, in newspaper readership scores. ,(3)

More recently,,Rarick speculated that household cha,ratte'ristics

rather than those of indiyiduals in the household 'are better predictors of

subscribers vs. non-subscribers to daily newspapers. ( Again looking at

subscribers and non.-sub4ribers as distinct segmerifs, Rarick concluded that

the best yedictors-of newspaper subscribing are income, length of 'residenc.e,

and home ownership. c.

Several other studie's of readers vs. non-readers of newspapers

have focused on the two segments, and have found similar.patterns Which tend

to distinguish readers from non-reader,%. (5) However, Poindexten.in 1.979
0 ..r .

proposed a new approach to the study of newsppernon-readers, based on her

findings that non-readers are not a homogenous segment, but thatmany "non-

readers" are atypical in demographic charicteristics: That is, they tend _

to be more like readers,than other non - readers on measures of sex, income,.

.

!

or educa0on. She concluded: AW

Determiriin why this contradiction exists.underscOres

the significance of this analysis'of the daily newspaper non-

reader coMmunity,and it also questions the.validity of writing
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off the non-reader group as a lost cause as previous
k

studies have suggested, (6)

The Problem'

This study attempts to analyze newspaper-subscribers and

)non-sidAcribers in order-to determine whther the two groups are distinct,

homogenous _segments or whether ther;e are "atypical" subscribers and non-

subscribers. The answer to this question has obvious 'implications .for

newspaper circulation marketing and promotion. since newspapeli-household

penetration ldVels continue-to decline in this country.
. A

I
Methods

The data for this analysis were obtained in a comprehensive

marketing survey for a daily newspaper in the Southeasterp United States.
,

...
.

'A randomly selected sample of 1,102 adults we interviewed by centralizedt
i

. 9 t

WATS telephone interviewers, with continuous supi ervision and monitoring.
1

4. All interviewirig wa's completed during August 1982. The.

interviews averaged approiimately 20 minutes end included standard newspaper

readership questions, demographics, reading :interests', and. shopping patterns.

In addition, the following questions Were asked to provide a

base for segmenting the broad subscriber/non-subseriber groups in the market:.
./

(SUBSCRIBIS) "How likely are you to continue subscribing to
the (NAME OF PAPER) -- are you almost certain 4

.

to continue subscribing, will you probably
,continue, are the chandeS 50-50, wiWyou
prob'ably not continue; or are you almost certain
that you will not continue subscribing' to the
(NAME OF PAPER)?"-

.

\
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(NON-SUBSCRIBERS) "Hew likely would you, say you are Id ,start
subscribing to the (NAME OF PAPER) in the
next few months -- that is, receiving home
delivery....are you almost certain that you
will start subscribing, will.you probably
start, are the chances 50-50,'W1
probably not start subscribing, or are you
almost certain that'you will not gtart
subscribing to the (NAME OF PAPER)?"

Results are summarized in Table 1

TABLE 1 ABOUT RERE

Those subscribers,who said they were almost certain to continue''

. subscribing were claSsified as "hard-core subscribers" and all others were
.

't

alassified as "marginal subscribers." Non-subscribers who said the chances .

.
.

were 50-50 or better that they would start subscribing were classifiedas
. ,. . .

. . ,

.
"pdtential subscribers" and all- others were olassiffeeas "hard-core noli* , . .

-
subscribers." This resulted in t following ce sizes for the analysi:

00,

Respondents

Total Subscribers 370

Hard-core Subscribers , 228

Marginal Subscribers '. 142

Total Non-subscrib

I

732

Potential Subscr ers 92

Hard -core Non-subscribers 640



The analysis included,compiriions of demographics, er.
.

content interests, and reasons for starting/stopping a;nevispaper subscrip ion

between total subscribers vs. total non-subscribers and then among the four

segnients of hard-core subscribers, marginal subscribers, potential subscribers;

and ha'rd-core non-subscribers.

Demographics
Results

As was expected, there were clear distinctions between the segments

of total. subScribers vs. total non-subscribers. Consistent with preVious studies/,
r)

subscribers tended to be older, higher income, married home owners who had lived.

in the area longer. (See Table 2), ,

TABLE 2 ABOUT' HERE

The-only-differences between. subscribers apd non-subscribers
.

which were sta,tistically,significant were age and length of residence in the

area, toweyer. The others, although in the-expected direttion, were not

statistically significant.

a
A very different patte" emerges, though, when.the subscriber and

I

non-subscriber segments are fUrther segmented into the four classifi- cations.

The hard-cpre subscribers and the hard-core non-subscribers tend to be more

similar, and the marginal subscribers tend to be more like the'potential

subscribers on demograpAcs. For example, the two hard-core.segments tend to'

be older, higher income, home owners, and long=time residentsof the area

,whereas the marginal subscribers and the potential subscribers tend to be

younger, lower income, single, and newer residents in the area. (see Table 3)

- TABLE 3,ABOUT HERE



As shown in Table 3. ,there is no statistically significant

difference on age between hard-coresubscribers and marginal subscribers.

However, the differences are statistically Significant between potential

subscribers and hard-core non-subscribers, as well as between hard-core

'subscribers and hard-core non-subscribers and between marginal subscribers
.

and potential subscribers. This suggests' that the potential subscribers

are a very different group and not similar to hafd-core subscribers.

The income comparisons are even More interesting. While

there was not a statistically significant difference between total sub-
,

,

- subscribers vs. total non-subscribers, the differences become statistically,

. . significant when the four circulation segments are analyzed, as shown im

Table 3. However, there is not'a statistically significant difference

between hard-core subscribers and hard -core non-subsCribers nor between

marginal subscribers and potential subscribers while there is a statistically

significant difference between hard-core subscrib s and marginal subscribers,

as well as betweea-pOtentiel Subscribers and hard-core non-subscribers. This

indicates that on the measure of income, hard-core subscribers and hard-core
,

non-subscribers are similar, while the marginal subscribers are more like the

%potentialatbscribers.
.

The same situation exists on type of .residence., which was not-

statistically significant between total soi;/scribers vs..total'non-subscribers.

When thg four circulation segments are analyzed, the difference is statistically
,

significant. And, as with income, the.statistically significant differences.

t. a.

o
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dLcore subscribers vs. marginal subscribers, and potential

subscribers vs. hare ore non-subscribers, with no statistically significant

.differences between hard-core .scribers vs. hard -core non-subscribers or

between marginal subscribers Vs. potential ers.

ro

-Length of time in the area is the only demographic characteristic

. .
. does distinguish between the two subscriberisegments vs. the two'non-

.

subscriber segments. There are no stati.stically siignificant, differences between
,

.,

hard-core subscribers and Marginal subscribers or between potential subscribers

,

,
t

and hard-cpre non-subscribers. However, hard-core subscribers are significantly

different from hard-core non - subscribers and marginal subscribers are

significantly different from potential subscribers.

There were no statistically significant differences among the

various circulat ion segments on Marital status.

Clearly, then, on the )lasis of demographics subscribers and

non subscribers are not distinct, homogenous seglignts of the audience. On

s

some characteristics,,mauinal subscribers are more like potential subscribers

and hard-core subscribers are more bke hard-core non-subscrhers..'

Newspaper Content Inte.tests

Consistent with Kev ious studies (7), no-subscribes are

generally leSs interested in all types.oftnewspaper content than are

subscribers. (See Figure 1) Tile largest differences are on locally

orisented..content.-(8)

(FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

4)

4



ti However, as with demographics, when the wo broaediYtulatio

segments are analyzed in more detail with four classifi ations, some very'

different patterns emerge in newspaper content interests. (See Figure 2)

FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE - I ' t

Potential subscribers and marginal subscriberS, for example,

tie about the same level'S of.interest.insdh content as tips on how'to save

mi4ey, Personal health .and medici -ne, things .to do and places to go in the area, i

do-it-yourself articles, city government news, county government news, and

k4 10
foods and recipes --Imostly "soft" news Content., Hard -cor=e non-subscribers

are less interested'than'any other segments in all but-four types of content --
.

local news, national and world news,local sports news, and national sports

news -- w4ere they express slightly more interest than the potential subscribers.

Thus, as with demographics,,valuable insights can begained into

subscribing vs. non-subscrtbing behavioby analyzing the four circulation

segments than ji!rst the two broad-segments:

Reasons -NI-. Starting/Stopping

Finally, current subscribers were'asked for the main reasons they

might stop Subscribing to the newspdper, and non-subscribers were asked for

the main reasons they do not subscribe to the'newspaper. When analyzed as

. two broad segments, subscribers are much more likelyto mention delivery

-service and billing procedures as reasons they would stop subscribing,

whereas non - subscribers are much more likely tomention price and content.

(See Table 4),_

TABLE 4 4BOUT HERE
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However,-as with the previous analyses, When the two.broad

circulation segments are divided into the Tou'r segments, different patterns
rNs

emerge. (See Ta ble 5). Hard-core subsci'-iher§ and potentialubscribers are

TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE

more ancerned about delivery service and billing procedures, whereas marginal

subscribers and Fhard-Core non-subscribers are more concerned abbut price and

content: ,

.
In other words; hard-core subscribers appear to bemell eltisfied

with the newspaper and will continue to 'subscribe so long as they do not encounter

serious delivery setvice or [ling procedure pi-oblems and potential subscribers
. 2 .

share a concern about receiving goad 'delivery service without billing procedure,

problems. In contrast, the marginal subscribers seem to besaying that they

-will,stop subscribing if they, perceive' the newspaper as no longer/ worth' the

cost .of subscribing, with. substantially less concern abQut delivery service,

and billing' procedures, and,the hard-core.non-subscribers '-- with their lower

levels of interest in newspapei- content appa.rently do not perceive the
,

newspaper in its, current forin as worth the cost.

/

On reasons for stopping or starting 'a subscription to the newspaper,

.then, all four circulation serents.are significantly different. In other -

words, they have very different concerns that relate to their decision to

Stop or start a subscriptio
.

.e"
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' Discussion
. 9

.- _

This study serongly.;ugges&that daily-new0iper subserfbei-s

et

.

..,.

..

. _ and .non-subsCribers are not 6istinct, homogenous-segments..' . When further
,..,

I

, segmenteto reflect strength of 6ommittment to. aptinue subscribing or
.

.

. ,

to begin subscribing: four circulation segments indicate that there

.

are "atypical" subscribers'and nonrsubsdrtbers Who share many o the ,

same demographic and news content interest chiracteristics:. These char-
.

.
,

acteristiCs distinguish- the "swing' segments fromthe'broader segments
. _

of'subscribers vs. non- subscribers.
-.

The deCision to subscribe or4not,subscrib& to 'a daily

newspaper invoivds at least a sub-conscious cost- benefit analysis. There.

are costs involved in subscribing to and reading A 'daily newspapef--1 the

4
.price of the subscription, the time and effort. required to read tt, etc:

There also are benefits to be derived from subsb-ibing"to and, reading a

daily newspaper -= being informed,.saving money through 'advirtisemenis and

how-to-do-it articles, planning leisure'activities;, the.enjqment-of

- .

reading, deriving a sense of participating in the community, etc.

If a persolvfeels that the benefits outweigh the costs of

.subscribing to ,a daily newspaper, that person probably will continue

or begin to subscribe. If the perceived costs o-utweigh the perceived .

benefits, 'a person probably will.stop or not begin su.bscribing.

. In' terms of the analytic ce lls in this study,'hai-d-core

.o

1

subscribers apoardbtly feel:that the bentfits of subscribing to a daily ,

,

O ,
, .

,

- 1
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/
far outweigh the costs. These people probably will continue to subscribe .

to the newspaper unless they encounter serious problems with delivery

service and/or billing procedures.

The hard-core non-subschbers, with their generally lower

levels of interest in all types of newspaper cojtent, seem to perceive:

the value of a daily newspaper as not worth the costs involved in subscribing
.

to 'and reading the newspaper. These individuals would appear to offer

little potential for the newsp:aper.
4

Between the two extreme segments, among the marginal sub-

scribers and the pbtential subscribers, we can assume that the perceived

costs and the perceived benefits of subscribing to and reading a daily

newspaper are about equal, and that on a teeter.- totter of costs-benefits,

these people would be at or near the fulcrum. These two segments, then,

appear to offer the greatest potentIal for maintaining or increasing

newspaper circulation.

The ultimate,objectivb of a newspaper's circulation marketing
, -

strategic, planning must be to maintain the current base of subscribers while

dding7-new subscribers to the franchise. Other'wise, there will be continual

"churn". in the circulation, with new subscribers only replacing old subscribers

who stop receiving home .delivery of the newspaper.
47

This study suggestslkhat NO segments of the audience are. of

critical importance to the newspaper -- the marginal subscribers, who might

cancel, and the potential -subscribers-i- whomi-ght-begin subsc-ribi-ng.- J terms

of marketing strategies, the hard-core subscribers appear to be "safe" for._

the newspaper, requiring attention primarily as it relates to satisfactory

delivery and billing'procedures: Extensive promotional efforts directed
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, .

.

.tbward the hard-c0 ore non-subscribers will not be productive. Before most

ofhese people could'be "sold" on subscribing to a specific newspaper,

they first would have to be "sold" on the value of reading a newspaper

in general..
0

Thus, by identifying the key segments of marginal 'subscribers

and potential subscribers, a newspaper -could focus its promotional and

marketing efforts on the pebple most likely to both shot-I-run

Ara

and long-run circulation trends. This study indicates that the marginal

4. )

subscribers may be more similar to potential subscribers than to hard-core

, subscribers in many characteristics. This uggests that in this market,

at least, many of4khe same strategies and trgets for maintaining marginal

subscribers may be similar to the best strategies for attracting potential

subscribers.

' Summary

this study of 1,102 randomly selected adults in a SoTtbeastern

United Statesgmarket indicates that daily newspaper subscribers and non-

subscribers are not distinct, hOmogenous segments of the audience. Further

analysis of the data reflects that "atypical" subscribe.rs and non-subscribers

may be more similar to each.other than to the broader subscriber/non-subscriber

segments of which they are a part.

Another study currently underway in a major Southwestern United

States newspaper market includes the same measures as the ones used in this

study. The results will be compared to determine if the findings might

aNly more broadly than the single Southeastern market.'

1
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Table 1. Subscribing Intentions

Likelihood of Continuing/Starting:

Total -Subscribers
(N=370) .

Total Non-Subscribers
(V=732)

Altnost certain to 61.6% 1.2%

Probably will.. 24.9% 2.9%

Chances 50-50 9,5% 8.5% .

Probably will not 0".3% 28.7%

Almost certain not to 1.4% 53.6%

Not sure/Refused 5.2%,

1- kJ
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Table 2. Demographics of Total Subscribers vs. Total Non- Subscribers.

Total Total
SubsCribers Non-Subscribers

.... .
Age: -

18. to 34 28.3%
N

35 to 49 29.9%

cr07n71older 41.7%

12 = 15.54, 2 d.f., p 0.01

Income:,

'Under $20,000 ,,57.3%

$212,f000 and over, 42.7%

X2 = 0.96, N.S.

Residence:
6

Own hoine 84.9%

Rent, other 15.1%

X2 = 0.91, N.S.

Marital 'Status:

-Married 71.2%

Not. married 28.8%

= 0.17, N.S.

Time in 'Area :

3 years or less 6.0%

4 .to 1.0 years 14.6% '

7 -.-V/0-More than 10 years

X2 = d.f., p-c, 0.01

1
lJ

40.6%

25.9%

34.,1%

if

60.4%

39.6%

82.9%

17.1%

70.3%

29.7%

1.3.2%

'18.5%

6a.3%
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Table 3. Demographics of Hard-Core Subscribers vs. Margina Subscribers. vs.
Potential Stibcribers vs. 'Hard-Core Non-Subscribers

. Hard-Core
Hard-Core L Marginal Potential Non-

Subscribers Subscribers 'Subscribers Subscribers °
Age:

18 to 34 27.8% 29.3% 61.2%' 37.1%

1
_

35 to 49 29.1% 31.3% 15.5% 27..0%

and older 43.2% 39.5% ,.. 23.3% 35.9i

X
2

37.73, 6 d.f.,^p 0.01

X
2
Hard -core Subscribers vs. Marginal Subscriber-S = 0.56, 2 d.f.n N.S..

4'

X
2
Hard-core Subscribers vs. Hard-core Non-Subscribers = 7.51, 2 d.f., p <0.05

X2 Marginal Subscribers vs. Potential Subscribers = 24.41, 2 d/f., p < 0.01

X
2
Potential Subscribers vs: Hard-core Non-Sttbscribers - 20.58, 2 d.f., p Kb.01

I3come::

Under $20,000 54.4% 61.9% 69.1% 56.6%

$20,000 and over 45.6% -38.1% , 30.9% 43.4%

X2 = 12.33, 3 d.f., p 0;01

.4X2 Hard-core Subscribers vs. Marginal Subscribers = 3.00, 1 d.f., p4C, 0.10

X
2
Hard-core Subscribers vs. Hard - core -Non- Subscribers = 0.39, N.S:

X
2
Marginal Subscribers vs. Potential Subsctibers = 1:26, N.S.

X2 Potential Subscribers vs. Hard-core Non-Subscribers = 5.90,.1 d.f., p < 0.05

Residence:

Own home

Rent, other

81.0% 73.1%.t 84.;
12.5% 19.0% 2.9% 1,5.3%

p -1T705--

X2 Hard-core Subscribers vs. Marginal Subscribers = 4.08, 1 d.f., p < 0.05

X2 Hard-core Subscribers vs. Hard -core Non-Subscribers = 1.29, N,S.

X
2
Marginal Subscribers vs. Potential Subscribers = 2.26, N.S.

X2 Potential Subscribers vs. Hard-Core Non-SubicrihPrs =.7.47, 1 p 4( 0.01

1
6
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`Table 3. Demographics, "continued

Mari tztl Status:

Married

Hard-Core
Hard -Core . Marginal Potential° Non-

,Subscribers Subscriber Subscribers Subscribers

72.8% 68.6% 63.9% 71.4%

Not married 27.2% . 31.4%; 36.1%
4.,

X2'="3:20, 3 d.f., N.S.

2
X ,Hard -core Subscribers vs. Marginal Subscriber's =,1.22,N.S.

X2 Iiard-core Subscribers vs.
,

Hard-core Non-Subscribers= 0.20, N.S.
.

X2 Marginal Subscriber's vs. Potential Subscribers = 0.32, N.S.

28.6%

X
2

:Potential Subscribers vs. Hard-core Non-Subscribers = 1;88, N.S.

Time* Area:

3 years or les; 4.7% 7.9% i 18.5% 12;3%

4 to,10 years 13.8% 15.8% 15.9% .18.8%

More than 10 ygars 81.5 76.3%, 65.4% 68.8%

X
2-

= 22.7, 6 p 0.01

X
2

Hard-core Subscribers vs. Marginal Subscribers F 3.10, V.S.

X
2.

Hard-core Subscribers vs: Hard -core Non- Subscribers = q.44, 2 d.f., p4__ 0.01

, X2 Marginal SubsCribers vs. Potential Subscribers = 5.73, p .4. 0.10
a .4,

X2 'Pqt ential Subscribers vs. Harckcore Non-Subscribers = 2.56, N.S.
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Thble 4., Reasons for Stopping or. Starting a Subscription

Total

Subscribers'

Price 41.4%

01'Content 25.2%
\--)

'Delivery service ..* 31.7%

Bill ing procedures vv 25.9%

,
1,

Total
,'

Non-Subscribers ,, ),

55.1%

4218% .2

33.4%

18.9%

4

44.

X2 = 25.6k, 3 d.f., p < 0.01

4

i



Table 4. Reasons for Stopping or Startisng by Circulation Segments

0

Hard -Core

Subscribers
Marginal
Subscribers

'Potential

Subscribers

Hard-Core
Non-

Subscribers

Price 42.0% 57.3% 41.4%. - 55.1%

Content 21.8% 30.0% 18.0% 49.31

Delivery service.
, 0 42.9% 15.8% 31.0%

.
,;,480%

. .

Billing procedures '31.8% 17.5% 2_840% 17.3%

X2 =,25.61, 9 d.f., p <0.01

X
2

Hard-core Subscribers vs. Margtnal Subscribers = 32.90, 3 d.f., p< 0:01 -

X
2
Hard-core 5Subscribers vs. Hard-core Non-Subscribers = 61.75, 3 d. -f., p < 0.01

X
2
Marginal- Subscribers vs. Potential Subscribers = 30.24, 3 d.f.; p < 0.01

n

X
2

P tentia) SUbscribers vs. Hard core Non-.Subscribers = 50.99, 3 <.0.01
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